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Editorial
This issue presents findings resulting from an on-going research project carried out by the
editor and his associates for the fourth time. The data have been drawn from all the listed
companies in the Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX) on the last day of 2009 and 2010. The
results are significant since they show clearly how the most important business population
of the Greek economy adopts principles and practices related to Corporate Governance
(CG).
The number of the listed companies for this period continued to decline at an even faster
pace than before. More specifically, listed companies persisted in their downward pattern,
already registered in the previous HOCG review, by reducing to 285 in 2009 and 274 in
2010.The total change is attributed to 1 IPO and 19 de-listings.
The total market capitalization of ATHEX shrank to €78.5 billion in 31/12/2009 and €50.4
billion in 31/12/2010. The ATHEX Composite Price Index dove to 2,196 in December 2009
and 1,414 in December 2010. The 2010 showed an inflow of foreign capital in spite of the
market’s discouraging performance. Lured by low valuations, international investors
increased their stake in 2010 to 50.40% from 48.02% in 2009.
With the country concluding a fourth consecutive year of recession in 2011, ATHEX
continued to shrink in parallel with real economy. By the end of the year, the ATHEX
Composite Price Index at 680.42 points recorded an annual decline of 51.88%. Thus, ATHEX
exhibited the worst performance of any world exchange for a second year in a row. It also
registered its second worst yield in the past 20 years after 2008 (-65.5 %). With a
capitalization, however, as low as €27.3bn the ATHEX has already returned to the 1992
valuations. The number of listed companies decreased further to 264 while international
investors’ participation reached 50.9%.
Despite the above grim performance highlights we believe that the corporate sector can
become the engine for economic growth social developments. In the years to come
sweeping changes and eventually improvements will take place in Greece.
The observatory aims at providing first class and timely research, so that decision-makers
can make rational and well informed choices which will enhance their companies’
competitive stance and long term sustainable performance. I hope that you will be enjoying
reading our latest work and findings.

Dr Dimitrios N. Koufopoulos BSc, MBA, PhD, MCMI, FIC, MCSI
Rev Ed: 2012-02-20
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Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX) at a Glance
This section summarizes some important developments in the ATHEX for the years 2009
and 2010. The number1 of the listed companies for this period continued to decline at an
even faster pace. More specifically, listed companies persisted in their downward pattern,
already registered in the previous HOCG review, by reducing to 284 in 2009 and 273 in
2010 (Diagram 1). The total change is attributed to 1 IPO and 19 delistings.
Reasons that led companies off the market include M&A activity, squeeze-outs and
liquidations. The rest of this section sheds light into listed companies’ activities as well as
the broader context in which they took place.
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Diagram 1: Number of Listed Companies from 2006 to 2010

HOCG determines the closing number of listed companies for Dec-31 of each year with the
ATHEX site (www.athex.gr) used as the primary source. A complete list of the events that
have shaped the listed companies’ number since our previous HOCG review can be found
on Table 5 (calendar of events), at the end of this section.
In congruence with the deterioration of the country’s fiscal indicators, the total market
capitalization of ATHEX shrank to €78.5 billion in 31/12/2009 and €50.4 billion in
31/12/2010 (Diagram 2); while, for the same period, NYSE market capitalization increased
from 11.8 trillion USD to 13.4 trillion USD and London Stock Exchange from 2.4 trillion EUR
to 2.7 trillion EUR. The total market capitalization of all publicly listed companies worldwide
was US$47.7 trillion in December 2009 and US$55.0 trillion in December 2010.
In terms of market indexes, the ATHEX Composite Price Index dove to 2,196 in December
2009 and 1,414 in December 2010. NYSE Market Index rose from 7,185 points in
31/12/2009 to 7,964 points in 31/12/2010 (an 11% increase) and London Stock Exchange
from 2,761 to 3,063 (an 11% increase).
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Diagram 2: Basic ASE Indicators

Overall, 2010 has been a more positive year for worldwide equity markets than 2009 with
ATHEX being not simply an outlier but the biggest looser among all of 52 exchanges
participating in the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) association2. Up to the end of
2010, Athens Stock Exchange had 9 listed companies which were traded in one or more
Stock Exchanges globally (Table 1):
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Table 1: Multi - listed Companies by 2010
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3 were listed in NYSE (OTE, NATIONAL BANK OF GREECE and COCA-COLA HELLENIC BOTTLING
COMPANY),
3 in NASDAQ (ALPHA BANK, HELLENIC PETROLEUM and M. J. MAILIS GROUP),
2 in London Stock Exchange (COCA-COLA HELLENIC BOTTLING COMPANY, DEI),
1 in Australian Stock Exchange (COCA-COLA HELLENIC BOTTLING COMPANY)
2 in Cyprus Stock Exchange (MARFIN POPULAR BANK PUBLIC COMPANY and BANK OF CYPRUS)
Participation of foreign investors3 in Greek equities exhibits small fluctuations over the last
five years accounting roughly for half of the ownership in ATHEX listed companies. Notably,
2010 showed an inflow of foreign capital in spite of the market’s discouraging
performance. Lured by low valuations, international investors increased their stake in 2010
to 50.40% from 48.02% in 2009 (Diagram 3).
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Diagram 3: Participation of Foreign Investors in ATHEX
Source: ATHEX Factbook Dec.2010, p.29

The capitalization4 of the companies included in the FTSE20 is presented in Table 2. As it
can be inferred, the top 20 companies accounted for the 57% of the total capitalisation by
the end of 2010. The numbers speak for themselves with regard to the detrimental impact
of 2009 and 2010 on the value of listed companies, and among the FTSE20 firms there are
no exceptions to this fact.
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CAPITALIZATION (in bil €)
COMPANY NAME

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

GREEK ORG. OF FOOTBALL PROGNOSTICS

9.34

8.75

6.60

3.67

3.10

NATIONAL BANK OF GREECE S.A.

16.58

22.34

6.56

10.99

5.78

HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS S.A.

11.16

12.35

5.83

3.78

2.25

COCA-COLA E.E.E.S.A.

7.12

10.77

3.80

2.34

2.84

EFG EUROBANK ERGASIAS S.A.

10.51

12.64

3.01

3.18

1.52

ALPHA BANK S.A.

9.34

10.23

2.75

4.38

2.03

PUBLIC POWER CORPORATION S.A.

4.45

8.35

2.68

1.51

1.25

MARFIN INVESTMENT GROUP

-

4.93

2.17

1.51

0.54

PIRAEUS BANK S.A.

6.59

9.06

2.11

2.72

1.23

HELLENIC PETROLEUM S.A.

3.19

3.45

1.65

0.95

0.72

MARFIN POPULAR BANK

2.21

7.25

1.58

1.93

1.12

BANK OF CYPRUS PUBLIC COMPANY LTD

5.73

7.03

1.57

2.95

2.31

AGRICULTURAL BANK OF GREECE S.A.

3.53

3.46

1.27

0.35

0.13

TITAN CEMENT COMPANY S.A.

3.43

2.60

1.07

1.56

1.26

MOTOR (OIL) HELLAS CORINTH

2.16

-

0.85

0.47

0.42

VIOHALKO S.A.

1.88

1.98

0.82

0.40

0.40

TT HELLENIC POSTBANK S.A.

2.52

-

0.79

0.63

0.42

ELLAKTOR S.A.

-

0.76

0.68

0.44

INTRALOT S.A.

2.10

0.48

0.49

-

MYTILINEOS HOLDINGS S,.A.

-

0.46

0.44

0.39

JUMBO

-

-

-

-

0.48

COSMOTE MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

7.48

8.67

-

-

-

EMPORIKI BANK OF GREECE

3.10

2.69

-

-

-

ALAPIS S.A.

-

2.28

-

-

-

VIVARTIA S.A.

-

2.06

-

-

-

GERMANOS IND. & COM. CO S.A.

1.55

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

113.97

140.74

46.79

44.93

28.63

2.13

Table 2: Year-end Capitalization of FTSE20 Index
Source: ATHEX Factbook Dec.2010, p.17

IPOs: For the year 2009 there was only one Initial Public Offering (IPO), that of MIG REAL
ESTATE REIC, with the first trading day being the 23/7/2009. The total amount raised was a
modest 10 million EUR. Throughout 2010, the IPO market remained dormant.
Under suspension5: By the end of 2009, seventeen companies were classified as “Under
Suspension” while seven more from the same category were delisted. By the end of 2010,
twenty-two companies were classified as “Under Suspension” and eight were delisted. One
company (NEL LINES S.A.) changed status on 6/5/2010 to “Under Supervision” (Table 3).
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COMPANY NAME

YEAR OF SUSPENSION
BEFORE 2006 2006 2007

2008

2009

2010

YES

YES

YES

ASPIS PRONIA INSUR.

30/7-31/12

YES

YES

DIEKAT S.A.

28/11-31/12

YES

YES

LAN-NET

01/7 - 31/12

YES

YES

MESOCHORITI BROS S.A.

28/11 - 31/12

YES

YES

NEL LINES S.A.

30/6 - 25/7 &
01/9-31/12

YES

6/5/2010
moved to
supervision

SHEET STEEL S.A.

01/12-31/12

YES

YES

HITECH SNT S.A.

YES

ALISIDA S.A.

YES

YES

YES

BETANET S.A.

31/331/12

YES

SAOS ANONYMOUS
SHIPPING COMPANY OF
SAMOTHRACE

1/4-31/12

YES

29/431/12
15/731/12
1/1231/12

ALTIUS INVESTMENT FUND
MICROLAND COMPUTERS
MAXIM PERTSINIDIS S.A.

YES
YES
YES

UNITED TEXTILES S.A.

25/2-31/12

PRAXITELEIO S.A.

1/4-31/12

ALMA - ATERMON S.A.

1/4-31/12

EMPORIKOS DESMOS S.A.

1/6-31/12

KARDASILARIS & SONS S.A

1/12-31/12

RAINBOW S.A.

30/931/12

SINGULARLOGIC S.A.
IMAKO S.A.
OMEGA AEEX

30/731/12
9/1231/12
14/731/12

MARAC S.A.

YES
YES
YES
YES
1/12-31/12

Table 3: Suspended Companies in Athens Stock Exchange

Under supervision6: The category “Under Supervision” becomes more populous over time
with sixteen and twenty-seven companies by the end of 2009 and 2010, respectively (Table
4). Almost all sectors have had a representation within this category but those appearing
most often are Personal & Household Goods (6 companies), Food and Beverages Sector (4
companies), Technology (4 companies), Construction & Materials (4 companies).
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COMPANY NAME

YEAR COMPANY WAS SET UNDER SUPERVISION
BEFORE
2006

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

HELLENIC FISHFARMING

21/1031/12

YES

YES

ATTI-KAT S.A.

17/6-10/7

KATSELIS SONS S

07/4-31-12

YES

YES

ALTEC S.A.

20/1031/12

YES

YES

02/9-31/12

01/1- 26/1
21/4-31/12

YES

27/6-31/12

YES

YES

COMPUCON COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS S.A.
AEGEK S.A.
KERAMICS ALLATINI

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

ELVIEMEK S.A.
EUROHOLDINGS
CAPITAL
IPPOTOUR S.A.

04/4-31/12

YES

YES

YES

YES

04/4-31/12

YES

YES

YES

YES

04/4-31/12

YES

YES

YES

YES

KLONATEX S.A.

04/4-31/12

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

03/8-31/12

YES

YES

YES

YES

06/4-31/12

YES

06/4-31/12

YES

03/7-31/12

YES

PLIAS S.A.
PETZETAKIS S.A.
KOUMBAS SYNERGY
GROUP
M.J. MAILLIS S.A.
HELLAS ONLINE S.A.
VARVARESSOS S.A.
IKONA - IHOS S.A.
EDRASIS - PSALLIDAS
ELFICO S.A.
RIDENCO S.A.
VARANGIS AVEPE S.A.
SIDMA STEEL
PRODUCTS
MARAC ELECTRONICS
FASHION BOX HELLAS
NEL LINES S.A.
ELECTRONIKI ATHINON

07/3-31/12

12/4-31/12

07/3-31/12

21/12-31/12
04/3-31/12

YES

YES

01/1-17/4

YES
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
12/4-31/12
03/5-31/12
06/5-31/12
08/10-31/12

Table 4: Under Supervision Companies in Athens Stock Exchange

Mergers and Acquisitions: In 2009, Piraeus Bank’s acquisition of the 100% of its Piraeus
Leases subsidiary accounted for the entire M&A activity between listed companies.
In 2010, acquisitions occurred in the sectors of Insurance, Technology and
Telecommunications. A more complicated restructuring took place in the retail sector
through the triple merger of Hellenic Duty Free Shops S.A., Elmec Sport S.A. and Folli-Follie
S.A. Notably, even though Hellenic Duty Free Shops S.A absorbed the rest two companies,
the group adopted the name Folli-Follie (Figure 1).
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27/01/2009

03/02/2010

30/03/2010

12/10/2010

31/12/2010
Figure 1: Mergers and Acquisitions in ASE during 2009-2010

At last, three companies were renamed without changing their corresponding activities;
one coming from the Food & Beverage sector, one from the Banking sector and one from
the Personal & Household Goods sector (Figure 2).
Katselis

Nutriart

Aspis Bank

T Bank

Vell Group

G.E. Dimitriou

Figure 2: Companies Renamed in 2009-2010
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Finally, we conclude this presentation by reckoning all the major developments that took
place in the time interval elapsing between our last review and the end of 2010. Hence, the
full chain of events that shaped the number of ATHEX listed companies for 2009-2010 is
being kept record of and described on the following calendar.

2009 – 2010: Calendar of Events for ATHEX listed companies
31/12/2010
2/12/2010
12/10/2010

Folli-Follie and Elmec Sport were delisted as a result of the triple merger
with Hellenic Duty Free Shops.
Informer was acquired by the Cypriot private company Sarogad
Investments and delisted.
Agrotiki Insurance was delisted by the mother company, ATE Bank.

1/10/2010

A.Liberis, the principal shareholder of Liberis Publications, squeezed-out
the rest shareholders and delisted the company.

1/10/2010

ALFA-BETA VASILOPOULOS was acquired by "Delhaize The Lion Nederland
B.V." and delisted.
X. Benroubi was acquired by Sandrina, a private company belonging 100%
to the Benroubi family, and delisted.

7/9/2010

23/6/2009
20/5/2009
18/3/2009
13/2/2009

Omega was set for liquidation.
Singularlogic was acquired by MIG and delisted.
Rainbow merged with iSquare, a subsidiary of Info-Quest, and delisted.
Imako media was acquired by AMA AKINITA S.A. The principal
shareholder in AMA AKINITA is Petros Costopoulos.
ΕΤΜΑ has been under suspension since 26/4/2006 due to its failure to
comply with disclosure requirements concerning its Chinese subsidiaries.
Multirama was acquired by Vandervelle S.A., a company fully controlled
by the Germanos family.
MIG Real Estate, a MIG subsidiary, proceeded with IPO.
The principal shareholder of Gregory’s Mikrogevmata, Georgatos family,
through the company Prime Cephalos squeezed-out the rest
shareholders.
Ergas was set for liquidation.
Gener was set for liquidation.
Ch. Rokas was acquired by IBERDROLA and delisted.
Hellatex was subsidiary of ΕΤΜΑ which was also delisted in Oct-09.

27/1/2009

Piraeus Leasing was delisted by the mother company, Piraeus Bank.

20/8/2010
30/3/2010
3/2/2010
4/1/2010
1/10/2009
27/8/2009
23/7/2009
23/6/2009

Table 5: Calendar of Events
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METHODOLOGY
Sample
The current study consists of all the Greek companies listed in the Athens Stock Exchange
(ATHEX) on the 31st of December of 2009 and up to 31st of December 2010. Data – from
secondary sources - was collected between June and August of 2011. The ATHEX website
(www.ase.gr) was the main source used for the data collection. In addition, all companies’
data concerning corporate governance was double checked by downloading their annual
reports for the respective years. As for the data concerning the financial performance of
each firm, Thompson Reuters has been our chosen provider. Before moving to the
description of the variables addressed, we have to make an important note about the
number of companies.
As presented in the previous section, there were 284 companies listed on ATHEX on the 31st
of December 2009 and 273 on the 31st of December 2010. From these data sets, however,
we excluded companies belonging to the “under suspension” category so that the number
of companies included in the analysis were reduced to 267 for year 2009 and 255 for the
2010. This decision reflects mainly the difficulties in accessing reliable and timely data for
these companies.

Variables analyzed
Board size is captured by the absolute number of directors on December 31st of each year.
Board composition is captured by the number of executives (internal) and non executives
(external) sitting on the board on December 31st of each year. The non executives are
categorized either as dependent (affiliated) or independent.
Board leadership structure: Companies adopt either the separate board structure
(Chairperson different from the CEO) or the joint/dual structure. Within those companies
that employed the separate structure a simple criterion of affiliation is examined (although
this is neither absolute nor scientific). Thus, the surnames for the two persons sitting on the
Chairpersons-CEOs positions are checked and in the case they are identical, are classified as
separate but affiliated.
Gender of the members of the board is ascertained by examining the names and surnames
of all the board members.
Foreigners on the board are determined by examining the origin of the members’ surname.
Internal auditors: Data regarding internal auditors was collected from the annual reports of
the companies and from the ATHEX website.
Gender of the internal auditor: Was noted by examining the names and surnames of all
the board members.
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Audit firms: The data was found in the annual reports by noting the name of the audit firm
Interlocking directorates: Some of the Directors serve in more than one company’s board
and these directors were examined to see the number of the companies they serve.
Board committees: Data regarding the Board committees established and currently
operating within the Greek boards were gathered from the Internet sites and the annual
reports of the companies. The ATHEX website was also used to verify and double check this
information.
Firm profitability is measured by the two major profitability indicators, namely return on
assets and return on equity, that are obtained for each company from Thompson Reuters.
Company size: was measured by the absolute number of employees based on the
information provided by the ATHEX site and was re-classified into 4 major groups: up to 50
employees, 51 to 250, 251 to 500, 501 and over.
Year listed in the stock exchange: The number of years that the company has been listed
was calculated by the number of years that elapsed since the year that the company joined
the ATHEX until 2010.
Companies’ age: The companies’ age was derived from their year of their establishment.
Subsequently, they were derived into 3 groups; form 1990 to 2010, 1971 to 1989 and prior
to 1971.
Industry Classification: Listed companies of ATHEX were classified into 18 Super sectors7.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS
The results portray some important elements of the status of the BOD’s of the companies
listed in Athens Stock Exchange in 2009 and 2010.
Board Size: Small Board size is preferred
The average board size of the firms listed in ATHEX was relatively low and quite similar for
both years.
In 2009, an average of 8.03 directors was observed with standard deviation 2.6.
Respectively in 2010, the average board size increased slightly to 8.05 with standard
deviation 2.8. It is quite interesting that the most frequently observed board size was 7 for
both years.
In total, 2,143 board positions (or directorships) in 2009 and 2,053 board positions in 2010
existed in the boards of the listed companies in Greece8. It is also worth mentioning that
the banking sector in Greece maintained the highest number of board positions for both
years. Specifically, Emporiki Bank in 2009 and EFG Eurobank in 2010 maintained the most
populated boards with 20 and 21 board positions respectively.
The above information is reflected on Diagram 4 which shows the variations of board size
across the firms listed in ATHEX during the two year period that is examined.

Diagram 4: Size of the Board (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

Board Composition: The internal (executive) members are the minority.
Internal (executive) board positions are less compared to external positions for both years.
In 2009, there were 921 internal directorships corresponding to 797 actual internal
(executive) board members. Among those members, there were 98 directors holding 222
positions.
Respectively, in 2010 we identified 862 internal board positions and 736 actual executive
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board members with 82 of them holding 208 positions.
The average number of internal board positions for the years 2009 and 2010 was 3.45 and
3.38 respectively. The mode for both years was 3 as 84 firms (33.3%) had three internal
directors in 2009 and 82 firms (32.2%) had three internal directors in 2010.
Quite interestingly the Central Bank of Greece was the sole institution with the highest
number of internal directors which was 13 for both 2009 and 2010. On the other hand, 19
firms in 2009 and 23 in 2010 had only one internal board director.
The number of internal board positions across listed firms for both years is presented on
Diagram 5

Diagram 5: Number of Internal directorships (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

As mentioned earlier, non-executive (external) board positions outnumbered internal
board positions for both years. For the year 2009 we identified 1,222 non-executive board
positions which exceed the total number of internal directorships in 2009 by 301 positions.
The total number of non-executive directors in 2009 was 1,012. Among those directors
there were 147 who held 357 positions. Respectively, for the year 2010 we identified 1,191
non-executive board positions which exceed the total number of internal directorships in
2010 by 329 positions. The total number of non-executive directors in 2010 was 981.
Among those directors there were 151 who held 361 positions.
The average number of non-executive (external) board positions was 4.58 in 2009 and 4.67
in 2010 and it was also higher compared to the average number of internal board positions
for both years (which was 3.45 and 3,38 for the two years respectively).
The mode however, was once again 3 with 88 firms (34.5%) having 3 non-executive board
positions in 2009 and 90 firms (35.3%) having 3 non-executive positions in 2010. The
highest number of non-executive (external) board positions was observed in the Banking
sector. Three banks (National Bank of Greece, EFG Eurobank and Bank of Cyprus) along
with Piraeus Port authority S.A had 12 external positions while Emporiki Bank had 15
external positions (after S&B industrial minerals with 13), which is also the highest number
among the firms in 2009. In 2010, firms with 8 or more external directorships maintained
the same number of external directors. Diagram 6 represents how the number of external
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board positions varies across listed firms for 2009 and 2010.

Diagram 6: Number of external directorships (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

A closer examination on the data regarding the nature of non-executive board members
revealed that the positions these members hold are separated into non-executive
dependent and independent positions. In 2009, out of 1,222 non-executive directorships
602 were classified as non-executive dependent whereas in 2010 out of the 1,191 nonexecutive directorships 595 were classified as non-executive dependent. In 2009, there
were 496 non-executive dependent directors in total. Among them 80 directors held 186
positions. Respectively in 2010, there were 501 non-executive dependent directors with 79
of them holding 173 positions. Also, it should be mentioned that in 2009, only 41 firms
(15.4%) had no dependent/affiliated external directorships. In 2010, on the other hand,
only 33 firms (12.9%) had no affiliated external positions in their boards. Most notable
Emporiki bank had 13 dependent externals for this two year period, which happens to be
highest value. Diagram 7 reflects the above information for non-executive dependent
directorships.

Diagram 7: Number of Non-Executive Dependent directorships (2009 n=266, 2010 n=255)
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On the other hand, the number of independent external board positions for 2009 was 620
and 596 for 2010. In total there were 516 independent external directors with 67 of them
holding 171 positions in 2009 and 480 independent external directors with 72 of them
holding 188 positions in 2010.
Only 8 firms (3%) had no independent external board positions for 2009 and only 7 firms
(2.7%) for 2010. The fact that the vast majority of the firms have at least two independent
directors, shows the effort of the firms to comply with the Law 3016/2002 which requires
the existence of at least two Non-Executive and independent members in the board. This
situation is represented in Diagram 8 below.

Diagram 8: Number of non-Executive Independent directorships (2009 n=266, 2010 n=255)

Board leadership structure
159 companies or 60.3% of the population separated the leadership roles, by having two
individuals serving as Chairperson of the board and CEO respectively, in 2009. On the other
hand, 107 companies (39.8%) had duality as they trusted these positions to one individual
for that year. Respectively, 153 firms (59.7%) separated the leadership roles in 2010 while
101 firms (40.2%) had duality in their boards.
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that from the companies without duality (159 and
153 for 2009 and 2010 respectively), a closer examination of the data revealed that in 36
(13.8%) of them in 2009 and in 35 (13.5%) of them in 2010 the CEO and Chairperson were
affiliated. Our criterion for affiliation in this study was the identical first and last name. This
leads us to surmise that although job separation existed, an indication of affiliated status
was present. We have to note that our criterion (namely the first and last name) is neither
absolute nor scientific. However, we thought that by employing it we may give a more
realistic view of the current reality.
The above information is reflected on Diagram 9.
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Diagram 9: Board leadership structure (2009 n=266, 2010 n=254)

Another important observation which is derived from our research findings is that women
as board leaders are much smaller in number in comparison with men for the time period
we examine (this is consistent with the observation that women are generally underrepresented in the boards of Greek firms as it will be mentioned next in the paper).
It is quite impressive that among the firms listed in ATHEX in 2009 and 2010 very few
females were found to hold board leadership positions (CEO, Chairperson or both).
Specifically, in 2009 only 16 women had such positions and from these women only 5 were
serving both as Chairperson and CEO. The next year the situation remained unchanged in
the board leading positions. Also, the same 5 women maintained the duality in their
companies.
The next table summarizes the above information and provides further details as to who
these women are and what position they maintain in their companies.
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YEAR 2009
COMPANY
KORDELLOS CH. BROS S.A.
N. LEVENTERIS
AKRITAS S.A.

CEO
✔
✔

Chairperson
✔
-

MICHANIKI S.A.

-

✔

GALAXIDI FISH FARMING S.A.

✔

✔

HIPPOTOUR S.A
ZAMPA S.A.
EMPORIKOS DESMOS S.S.
"MINERVA" KNITWEAR S.A.

✔
✔
-

✔
✔
✔
✔

KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY INC. S.A.

-

✔

X. K. TEGOPOULOS EDITIONS SA
LIVANIS PUBLICATIONS SA
NAYTEMPORIKI PUBLISHING S.A.

✔
✔
✔

✔
-

NAYTEMPORIKI PUBLISHING S.A.
INTERINVEST INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT S.A.
YEAR 2010

-

✔

Name of Director
KORDELLOY V. ELENI
LEVENTERI ARETI
SARANTI A. LOUKIA
EMFIETZOGLOY P.
MELINA
PANTELEIMONITOU
ATHANASIA
CHANDRI-TERZI
ALEXANDRA
BALOPOULOU STILIANI
VRIONI F THALIA
LADENI ELENI
KARELIA VICTORIAMARGARITA
TEGOPOULOU C
MARIANTHI
LIVANI A PANAGIOTA
ATHANASIADOU G IRINI
ATHANASIADOU G
MARIETTA

✔

✔

SAKELLARIDI CHRISTINA

COMPANY
KORDELLOS CH. BROS S.A.
N. LEVENTERIS
AKRITAS S.A.

CEO
✔
✔

Chairperson
✔
-

MICHANIKI S.A.

-

✔

GALAXIDI FISH FARMING S.A.

✔

✔

HIPPOTOUR S.A
ZAMPA S.A.
EMPORIKOS DESMOS S.S.
"MINERVA" KNITWEAR S.A.

✔
✔
-

✔
✔
✔
✔

KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY INC. S.A.

-

✔

X. K. TEGOPOULOS EDITIONS SA
LIVANIS PUBLICATIONS SA
NAYTEMPORIKI PUBLISHING S.A.

✔
✔
✔

✔
-

NAYTEMPORIKI PUBLISHING
INTERINVEST INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT

-

✔

Name of Director
KORDELLOY V. ELENI
LEVENTERI ARETI
SARANTI A. LOUKIA
EMFIETZOGLOY P.
MELINA
PANTELEIMONITOU
ATHANASIA
CHANDRI-TERZI
ALEXANDRA
BALOPOULOU STILIANI
VRIONI F THALIA
LADENI ELENI
KARELIA VICTORIAMARGARITA
TEGOPOULOU C
MARIANTHI
LIVANI A PANAGIOTA
ATHANASIADOU G IRINI
ATHANASIADOU G
MARIETTA

✔

✔

SAKELLARIDI CHRISTINA

Table 6: Female Board leaders
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Gender diversity: Boards are predominately male dominated
In 2009 there were 1,595 male directors who held 1,911 directorships and 214 female
directors who held 232 directorships. Respectively, in 2010 we identified 1,511 male board
members who held 1,830 directorships and 206 female directors who held 223
directorships. The average number of directorships held by male individuals in the boards
of the firms listed in ATHEX was 7.15 in 2009 and slightly higher 7.18 in 2010. Given that
the respective average board sizes for these two years were 8.03 and 8.06, it is implied that
men are over-represented in the boards of firms listed in ATHEX. The mode for 2009 was 7
and it is observed in 48 companies (18%). In 2010, this number is slightly decreased since
44 companies (17.3%) had five directorships held by male individuals.
The above analysis also implies that women are under-represented in the board of the
firms listed in ATHEX. The average number of directorships held by female persons in 2009
and 2010 was 0.87. As for 2009, 124 companies (46.4%) had no female board members
while 81 (30.3%) had only one female director.
Similarly in 2010, 116 companies (45.5%) had no women board directors while 80
companies (31.4%) had only one female director. These findings reveal beyond any doubt
that there is very little gender diversity in the boards of Greek listed companies.
Diagram 10 represents the above information about gender diversity in the boards of
Greek listed firms for 2009 and 2010.

Diagram 10: Gender of Board Members (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

Foreign board members
Foreign (non-Greek) board members also appear to be under represented in the boards of
the firms listed in ATEHX. It is quite interesting that in 2009 we identified 110 directorships
held by non Greek citizens and 108 actual foreign board members (only one foreigner was
holding two positions). The next year, the number of directorships held by foreigners
declined to 101 and the actual number of foreign directors was 96 (two foreigners held
four directorships). It is quite astonishing that in 2009, 222 firms (83.1%) had no foreign
directors in their boards while in 2010, 216 firms (84.7%) had only Greek board members.
Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company, with 6 non-Greek board members and Emporiki
Bank with 11 were the few exceptions to this situation with the most foreign directors for
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both years. This is reflected on Diagram 11.

Diagram 11: Number of Foreign directorships (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

Internal auditors
The law 3016/2002 clearly suggests that companies should have an internal auditor or
internal audit department. For 2009 research findings show that 93% of the firms (227
firms) have incorporated an internal auditor in their organizational structure. Similarly, in
2010, 92.5% of the firms (223 firms) have done the same.
On the other hand, 7% of the firms (17 firms) in 2009 and 7.5% of the firms (18 firms) in
2010, look as if they haven’t complied with the above regulation (based on the secondary
data available from the companies’ sites and the ATHEX website). This information is
reflected on Diagram 12.

Diagram 12: Existence of Auditors (2009 n=244, 2010 n=241)
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Out of the firms that clearly indicated the existence of the internal auditor (department),
119 surnames were identified for 2009 and 114 for 2010. Thus we were able to record the
gender of internal auditors. Specifically, there were 70 (26.2%) male and 49 (18.4%) female
internal auditors for 2009 and 74 (29%) male and 40 (15.7%) female internal auditors for
2010 respectively.
From that, it is concluded that there were more male internal auditors than female for this
two year period. Diagram 13 represents the situation described above.

Diagram 13: Gender of Auditors (2009 n=119, 2010 n=114)

Audit firms
For this two year period the dominant audit firms were pretty much the same with just
slight differences. Specifically, SOL A.E. was the most preferred audit firm for both years. 84
firms (28.7%) in 2009 and 80 (27.3%) in 2010 relied to SOL A.E. Grant Thornton was the
second most popular audit firm serving 40 firms (13.7%) and 43 firms (14.7%) in 2009 and
2010 respectively. BDO Πρότυπος was the third most preferred audit firm serving 36 firms
(12.3%) and 32 firms (10.9%) in 2009 and 2010 respectively. PriceWaterHouseCoopers was
also quite popular with 30 firms (10.2%) in 2009 and 29 (9.2%) in 2010. In short, the above
audit firms audited the 64.9% of the firms listed in ATHEX in 2009 and 62.1% of the listed
firms in 2010.
The next table represents the above situation.
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Audit Firm

Market Share 2009

Market Share 2010

SOL A.E.
Grant Thornton
BDO Πρότυπος
PriceWaterHouseCoopers
Baker Tilly Hellas
KPMG
Ernst&Young
Deloitte
PANNEL KERR FORSTER
Moore Stephens
RKF ΕΥΡΩΕΛΕΓΚΤΙΚΗ
FRS GLOBAL ΕΛΕΓΚΤΕΣ Α.Ε.
ΠΑΝΑΓΙΩΤΗΣ ΒΡΟΥΣΤΟΥΡΗΣ
ΩΡΙΟΝ
BKR
DRM ΣΤΥΛΙΑΝΟΥ Α.Ε.
MONDAY ΠΑΠΑΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ
NEXIA Eurostatus
UHY ΑΞΩΝ
ΕΝΕΛ ΕΛΕΓΚΤΙΚΗ Α.Ε.
ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤΙΝΟΣ ΣΙΓΑΛΑΣ & ΣΙΑ
ΣΥΝΕΡΓΑΖΟΜΕΝΟΙ ΟΡΚΩΤΟΙ ΛΟΓΙΣΤΕΣ

28.7% (84 firms)
13.7% (43 firms)
12.3% (36 firms)
10.2% (30 firms)
6.5% (19 firms)
5.8% (17 firms)
3.8% (11 firms)
3.4% (10 firms)
2% (6 firms)
1.7% (5 firms)
1.4% (4 firms)
0.7% (2 firms)
0.7% (2 firms)
0.7% (2 firms)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)

27.3% (80 firms)
14.7% (43 firms)
10.9% (32 firms)
9.2% (29 firms)
6.8% (20 firms)
5.5% (16 firms)
4.1% (12 firms)
3.4% (10 firms)
1.4% (4 firms)
1.4% (4 firms)
1% (3 firms)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.7% (2 firms)
0.7% (2 firms)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)
0.3% (1 firm)

Table 7: Market Share of Audit firms

Interlockings
The total number of directorships for 2009 was found to be 2,143 and due to the
subsequent delistings the number fell to 2,053 for year 2010. However, the total number of
directors (as physical persons) was actually a quite smaller number since some of them
held positions in the boards of different companies. Specifically, in 2009 245 directors were
holding 579 directorships at the board of the firms listed in ATHEX. In 2010, a slight
increase was observed as 233 directors held 569 directorships. This means that in 2009
there were 1,809 directors and 1,717 in 2010.
Further analysis for 2009, reveals that 187 (10.4%) directors held positions in two different
boards, 41 directors (2.4%) in three different boards, and 17 directors (0.8%) from four and
up to seven different boards.
Similarly for 2010, 189 (11.0%) directors held positions in two different boards, 30 directors
(2.5%) in three different boards and 14 directors (0.9%) from four and up to seven different
boards (Diagram 14).
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Diagram 14: Interlocking Directorates (2009 n=267, 2010 n=255)

It is quite interesting that in both years 7 directors were found to hold 6 to 7 positions in
different boards for a total of 70 directorships. Equally interesting with the large number of
parallel board participations is the fact that these directorships concern some of the
country’s most prominent companies. This extreme finding is demonstrated on Table 8.
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DIRECTOR

COMPANIES

FOURLIS Α.Ε ΣΥΜΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ
ΤΙΤΑΝ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ ΤΣΙΜΕΝΤΩΝ
VASILAKIS T.
AUTOHELLAS AΝΩΝΥΜΟΣ ΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ & ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ
EFTICHIOS
ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΣ
(6 directorships)
ΟΜΙΛΟΣ ΙΝΤΕΑΛ
ΑΕΡΟΠΟΡΙΑ ΑΙΓΑΙΟΥ
VIVARTIA A.E.B.E.
ΔΙΑΓΝΩΣΤΙΚΟ & ΘΕΡ. ΚΕΝΤΡΟ ΑΘΗΝΩΝ ΥΓΕΙΑ
VGENOPOULOS
MARFIN INVESTMENT GROUP
ANDREAS
MARFIN ΕΓΝΑΤΙΑ ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ Α.Ε.
(6 directorships)
MARFIN POPULAR BANK PUBLIC CO LTD
ATTICA Α.Ε. ΣΥΜΜΕΤΟΧΩΝ
ΤΙΤΑΝ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ ΤΣΙΜΕΝΤΩΝ
Ι. ΜΠΟΥΤΑΡΗΣ & ΥΙΟΣ HOLDING
THEODOROPOULOS
VIVARTIA A.E.B.E.
I SPYRIDON
Π.Γ. ΝΙΚΑΣ Α.Β.Ε.Ε.
(6 directorships)
MARFIN INVESTMENT GROUP
LAMDA DEVELOPMENT Α.Ε.
ΙΝΤΡΑΚΟΜ ΚΑΤΑΣΚΕΥΕΣ Α.Ε.
ΙΝΤΡΑΛΟΤ Α.Ε.
KLONIS X
ΚΕΚΡΟΨ Α.Ε.
DIMITRIOS
HELLAS ONLINE ΗΛΕΚΤΡΟΝΙΚΕΣ ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΕΣ
(6 directorships)
ΙΝΤΡΑΚΟΜ Α.Ε. ΣΥΜΜΕΤOΧΩΝ
ΑΛΦΑ ΓΚΡΙΣΙΝ INFOTECH A.E
S & B ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΚΑ ΟΡΥΚΤΑ Α.Ε.
Ι. ΜΠΟΥΤΑΡΗΣ & ΥΙΟΣ HOLDING
LAVIPHARM Α.Ε.
KYRIAKOPOULOS
ODYSSEAS
ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ ΕΙΣΑΓΩΓΙΚΗ ΔΙΤΡ. ΚΑΙ ΜΗΧ.
(7 directorships)
LAMDA DEVELOPMENT
ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ
ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΑ ΧΡΗΜΑΤΙΣΤΗΡΙΑ
ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΑ ΠΕΤΡΕΛΑΙΑ
ΑΓΡΟΤΙΚΗ ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ
PANDALAKIS
ΑΓΡΟΤΙΚΗ ΑΣΦΑΛΙΣΤΙΚΗ Α.Ε.
THEODOROS
TRASTOR πρώην ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΣ Α.Ε.Ε.Α.Π.
(6 directorships)
ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΣ
ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΗ ΠΙΣΤΗ Α.Ε.Γ.Α.
ΟΡΓΑΝΙΣΜΟΣ ΠΡΟΓΝΩΣΤΙΚΩΝ ΑΓΩΝΩΝ
ΠΟΔΟΣΦΑΙΡΟΥ
HELLAS ONLINE ΗΛΕΚΤΡΟΝΙΚΕΣ ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΕΣ Α.Ε.
SOFOKLEOUS S
ΚΟΡΡΕΣ A.E. ΦΥΣΙΚΑ ΠΡΟΪΟΝΤΑ
NIKOLAOS
(6 directorships)
ΥΙΟΙ Χ. ΚΑΤΣΕΛΗ Α.Β.Ε.Ε.
ΛΑΝ-ΝΕΤ ΕΠΙΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΕΣ Α.Ε.
ΕΤΕΜ Α.Ε.

2009

2010

member
member
CEO
member
member
member
CEO
member
Chairman
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
Chairman
member
member
member
Chairman
member
member
CEO
member
member
member
member

member
member
CEO
member
member
member
CEO
member
Chairman
member
Chairman
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
member
Chairman
member
member
member
Chairman
member
member
CEO
member
member
member
both
both

Chairman
member
Chairman

member
member
member

member
member
member
member
member

member

member

Table 8: Directors with 6 or more directorships
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Board Committees
For the two year period we examine, a relatively small number of listed firms did not have
established committees. Specifically, in 2009 only 14 firms (5.7%) did not have established
committees and only 19 firms (7.8%) in 2010. However, it was found that the firms listed in
ATHEX prefer to have a relatively small number of established committees.
Our research findings show that 174 firms (70.7%) and 164 firms (66.9%) in 2009 and 2010
respectively had only one committee which happened to be the Audit committee. It is
interesting that the 86.1% of the firms (or 213 out of 246 firms) had two or less established
committees in 2009 and 86.5% (or 212 out of 245 firms) in 2010. The Diagram 15
summarizes the above situation.

Diagram 15: Number of Committees (2009 n=246, 2010 n=245)

Profitability: Steadily declines
As mentioned in the previous section, ROA and ROE are used as indicators of profitability
for the firms listed in ATHEX. As for ROA, a gradual average decline is observed during the
last five years. The following Table reveals that almost every year (with the exception of
2009 which appears to be slightly better than 2008) the average return generated from
assets declines steadily and it is negative for the last three years.

ROA 2010

ROA 2009

ROA 2008

ROA 2007

ROA 2006

MEAN
VALUE

-3,64

-0,99

-1,04

2,04

2,98

N=

255

256

253

253

252

Std. Dev.

9.3

9.2

12.4

8.04

8.3

Table 9: ROA data for the period 2006-2010

Similarly, the average ROE appears to deteriorate over the last three years period as shown
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in the next table. Unlike ROA, the average ROE is negative for the last two years. However,
with the exception of 2007 where a significant increase is observed (with respect to 2006) a
drastic decline takes place since then.

ROE 2010

ROE 2009

ROE 2008

ROE 2007

ROE 2006

MEAN
VALUE

-6,59

-6,06

1,20

7,30

3,90

N=

255

255

253

252

252

Std. Dev.

108.9

37.2

45.9

47.8

45.5

Table 10: ROE data for the period 2006-2010

Graphically, the effect that the period 2006-2010 had on listed companies’ bottom line is
depicted on Diagram 16. The darker shading on the right half of the graph is set to account
for the deterioration in profitability beginning with the 2008 mean ROA value.
In 2009 and 2010, the negative trend is registered by both financial indicators which follow
the opposite direction from the years 2006 and 2007.

Diagram 16: Mean values of ROA & ROE for 2006-2010

Companies’ size
Listed companies had on average 1,187 employees in 2009 and 1,107 in 2010. In 2009
there were 86 (32.4%) large firms (according to a European classification firms are
characterized as large if they have more than 500 employees), 49 (18.5%) medium sized
firms (with 251 and up to 500 employees), 84 (31.7%) firms with 51 and up to 250
employees and 46 (17.4%) firms with up to 50 employees. Respectively, in 2010 there were
80 (31.3%) large firms, 46 (18.4%) medium sized firms, 81 (31.5%) firms with 51 and up to
250 employees and 48 (18.8%) firms with up to 50 employees. From this information it can
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be concluded that for this two year period small-medium sized firms were more in number
compared to large and medium sized companies. The average number of employees is
certainly affected by the high number of employees in large firms; however it can be
argued that the backbone of the Greek economy is the small-medium sized firms. Diagram
17 reflects the above information.

Diagram 17: Companies’ Size (2009 n=265, 2010 n=255)

Years Listed in ATHEX
Companies were categorized based on three chronological periods; they were named as
Neophytes (2000-2010), Mature (1980-1999) and Veterans if they were listed at 1979 or
earlier. 95 companies (37%) were listed in ATHEX this century, 121 companies (47%) were
listed in ATHEX between 1980 and 1999 and 39 companies (16%) were classified as
Veterans. Therefore, it is concluded that most of the Greek firms that are listed today
‘entered’ the stock market during the last decade of the previous century.
Graphically the above information may be visualized as follows.

Diagram 18: Years Listed in ATHEX (2010 n=255)
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Companies’ Age
Companies were grouped based on the year of their establishment. 64 companies (25%)
have been established from 1990 until 2010, 112 companies (44%) were established
between 1971 and 1989 and 79 firms (31%) were founded at 1970 or earlier. This
information is reflected on Diagram 19.

Diagram 19: Year of Establishment (2010 n=255)

Industry Classification: The Companies listed in ATHEX for the two year period (2009-2010)
that were examined belong to 18 different super sectors according to the ICB
classification9. As it can be seen from Table 10, there is not any listed company that
belongs to the Automobiles & Parts Super sector.
The super sectors with the highest number of listed companies are: Personal and
Household goods with 43 firms in 2009 and 38 firms in 2010, Food & Beverage with 29
firms in 2009 and 28 firms in 2010 and Industrial Goods and Services with 28 companies in
2009 and 27 companies in 2010.
The smallest Super Sector was Telecommunications with just 1 company in both years. The
Table below represents the above situation in greater detail.
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INDUSTRY
CLASSIFICATION
0500
1300
1700
2300
2700
3300
3500
3700
4500
5300
5500
5700
6500
7700
8300
8500
8600
8700
9500

SUPER SECTORS
OIL & GAS
CHEMICALS
BASIC RESOURCES
CONSTRUCTION &
MATERIALS
INDUSTRIAL GOODS AND
SERVICES
AUTOMOBILES AND PARTS
FOOD AND BEVERAGE
PERSONAL AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
HEALTH CARE
RETAIL
MEDIA
TRAVEL & LEISURE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UTILITIES
BANKS
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
FINANCIAL SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY

No. OF COMPANIES
2009
3 (1.1%)
9 (3.4%)
16 (6%)

No. OF COMPANIES
2010
3 (1.2%)
9 (3.5%)
16 (6.3%)

25 (9.4%)

25 (9.8%)

28 (10.5%)

27 (10.6%)

0 (0%)
29 (10.9%)

0 (0%)
28 (11%)

43 (16.1%)

38 (14.9%)

8 (3%)
13 (4.9%)
13 (4.9%)
13 (4.9%)
1 (0.4%)
5 (1.9%)
15 (5.6%)
3 (1.1%)
12 (4.5%)
9 (3.4%)
22 (8.2%)

7 (2.7%)
12 (4.7%)
11 (4.3%)
15 (5.9%)
1 (0.4%)
5 (2%)
15 (5.9%)
2 (0.8%)
12 (4.7%)
9 (3.5%)
20 (7.8%)

Table 11: Industry Classification
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SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
The current study keeps tracking the latest developments with regard to BoD
characteristics and CG practices in Greece. Through the analysis of the ATHEX listed
companies for the years 2009 and 2010 we assess any progress noted since our previous
issues, accounting at the same time for the highly unfavorable macroeconomic
environment in which these entities operate.
The impact of the national financial crisis is evident, first of all, in the size of the population
under study. Thus, the number of Greek listed companies dived to 284 in 2009 and, even
further, to 273 in 2010. Although some M&A activity was present, most of this decline is
attributable to either an increasing number of distressed firms or the weakening of the
Greek capital market to the point that many participants deem that it barely warrants the
listing expenses.
In total, Greek listed companies produced 2,143 directorships in 2009 and 2,053 in 2010.
Accounting for interlocking directorates, the number of directors was 1,809 for 2009 and
1,717 for 2010. The most extreme finding, throughout this two year period, rests with the
17 directors in 2009 and the 14 directors in 2010 who were simultaneously serving in 4 to 7
different boards.
The ATHEX listed companies had an average board size of 8.03 members in 2009 and 8.05
members in 2010. Among them, there were found on average 3.45 internal directors in
2009 and 3.38 in 2010. The respective values for external directors (directors not employed
by the company) were higher by approximately one member. Hence, in 2009 the external
directors averaged 4.58 members and 4.67 in 2010.
For each year, about half of external directors can be classified as independent i.e. lacking
any material affiliation with the firm. Moreover, the presence of at least two independent
directors in the boards of more than 90% of the companies examined indicates, apart from
enhanced monitoring mechanisms, the almost full abidance by the corresponding legal
requirement (law 3016/2002).
With regard to the head of the board, we found BoDs to be chaired by a person other than
the company’s CEO 3 out of 5 times (60% of population). Therefore, the trend towards
separation of roles already registered in the previous HOCG issues is reaching a peak. At
the same time, affiliation between CEO and Chairperson has decreased to less than 14%
compared to 16.4% which HOCG Is 3 recorded for 2008. Conclusively, the board leadership
structure is another dimension in which the ATHEX listed companies score better than the
last time examined.
And so is the establishment of committees. In 2006 only 12% of the listed companies had
any committees in place, 32% of companies in 2007 and 34% in 2008. Stunningly, for both
2009 and 2010 more than 90% of the companies had already established at least one
committee. We believe this finding to be a direct acknowledgement of the rapid rate in
which CG principles assume their fair share on Greek corporate agendas and we expect this
effort only to be intensified within the coming years. Likewise, over 92% of companies have
controls and processes officially supervised by an internal auditor abiding also by the
respective provision of law 3016/2002.
Regretfully, female board presence has remained stagnant reaching an average of 0.87
directors in both years. The work that needs to take place in this area is substantial and we
hope to register improvement no later than our next issue. Studying internal auditors’
gender alone, women accounted for 18.4% in 2009 and 15.7% in 2010; the last percentages
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may well constitute a glimpse into the future for board composition, too.
Conclusively, CG remains work in progress for the listed companies in Greece.
Nevertheless, our findings evidence that it has not been downgraded to a lesser priority in
light of the economic crisis. The quest for solid governance structures in the country, rather
than being a short-life fad, has turned into a lasting effort. The wish, therefore, is common
among all HOCG members; to be continued.

Notes
1

the ATHEX provides an explicit estimate of the listed companies’ number in two official
releases; the Annual Report and the Factbook. According to the annual report the total
number of listed companies is 288 and 284 for the years 2009 and 2010, respectively.
The Factbook while coincides with the annual report for the year 2009 (288 companies), it
exhibits a divergence for the year 2010 (277 companies). Differences in the date of
issuance may explain the discrepancy between Factbook and Annual Report. However,
conflicting information is present even within the same year’s Factbook. Hence, the 2009
Factbook includes 283 listed companies’ profiles instead of 288 and the 2010 Factbook 270
profiles instead of 277.
2

http://www.world-exchanges.org/statistics/ytd-monthly

3

ATHEX Factbook Dec.2010, p.29

4

ATHEX Factbook Dec.2010, p.17

5

http://www.athex.gr/content/en/announcements/dailypress/Superv_Susp_Del.

6

http://www.athex.gr/content/en/announcements/dailypress/Superv_Susp_Del.

7

http://www.ase.gr/content/gr/companies/ListedCo/Profiles/sectors.asp

8

the total number of positions/directorships is not the same with the total number of
directors as physical persons since there are directors serving in more than one board and
this is discussed in the interlocking directorates’ part.
9

http://www.ase.gr/content/gr/ann.asp?AnnID=41131
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